In the HTML [Part 9] dated 15-apr-2020, we have discussed Hyperlinks. Especially external hyperlink was understood with syntax. Today in HTML [Part 13] dated 21-apr-2020, we will continue towards internal hyperlinks.

**Internal Hyperlink:** Internal hyperlinks are links to another section in the same webpage. Especially in tutorial kind of websites, headings of topics are usually developed as links to their explanations below on the same page.

To understand working of Internal Hyperlinks, consider the following diagram:

![Diagram showing internal hyperlinks]

As in this diagram, Links are created first and then Targets are created thereafter. Every link is connected to a particular target using a very special attribute `id`.

Links are created simply by using `href` attribute in the `<a>` tag. Similarly, targets are created using Headings or Paragraphs. The Heading is assigned a particular `id` which is given as value to the `href` attribute in the Link.
Syntax:

For Link-

```html
<a href="#topic1">Introduction</a>
```

For Target-

```html
<h3 id="topic1">Introduction</h3>
```

**NOTE:** Always the **id** is written with a hash (#) as the value to the **href** attribute.

**Assignment:**

1. Create a page as given in the diagram on page 1.